Round table discussion

Which pill should we take?
Shanthi Ameratunga\textsuperscript{a}

When Dr Pless presents his qualifications “to pontificate” on preventing child injuries, he forgets to mention that he has nurtured, cajoled, nagged and inspired a generation of researchers and practitioners in the field to strive for a better deal for children. I am among those so privileged. Perhaps for this reason more than any other, I find myself contemplating his convictions along with the likelihood that these might result in the goals to which we aspire.

Drawing on her study of Lewis Carroll’s book Alice in wonderland, Alison Gopnik notes, “our unique ability to understand our world by creating theories is the same ability that lets us imagine possible worlds: science and fiction have a shared foundation”.\textsuperscript{1} But do we have the courage to effect the changes required?

Injuries are a health problem but, even in settings where health departments are aware of their responsibilities, injuries could be viewed in an unhelpful light. For example, an algorithm designed to identify populations at increased risk of hospital admissions in England excluded injury admissions from the analysis.\textsuperscript{2} The reason provided was that “most major trauma is generally not preventable or avoidable”. It could be argued that relative to chronic conditions (e.g. diabetes, coronary heart disease), more effort is required to evaluate injury prevention strategies in community settings. However, this disadvantage is magnified when injuries are considered discrete episodes that the health sector can do little to prevent. Perhaps we could gain some ground by reclassifying injuries as “long-term conditions”. Thus the true potential for preventing many injuries may be recognized and acted upon. As noted by Pless, effective responses benefit from the engagement of many sectors outside health. We could invest considerably more effort influencing and working directly with these sectors, including transport, housing and urban planning.

I wholeheartedly agree with the second conviction noted: research alone is futile. Similarly, action without sound evidence is at best wasteful and potentially harmful. Respondents to a survey of trauma centres in the United States of America noted that most injury prevention activities undertaken were not evaluated.\textsuperscript{3} Distressingly, an issue that receives scant attention is the likelihood that some strategies may increase socioeconomic and ethnic disparities in injury outcomes, as suggested by a study from New Zealand.\textsuperscript{4} It is clear that the “inverse care law” is pertinent both in and outside the health sector.\textsuperscript{5}

Finally, getting the attention of governments distracted by the “credit crunch” will require more than ordinary zeal. Impoverished communities are disproportionately affected by the adverse impact of the recession. The children in communities caught up in this financial vortex are inevitably at greater risk of injury. Blaming the victims may never be easier.

It requires the courage of our convictions and much more to address the unjust inequalities in child injuries at global and local levels. Our capacity to act collaboratively, in and outside the health sector, has never been more important.
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The recently launched WHO/UNICEF World report on child injury prevention, reported reductions in the rate of child injury mortality by more than 50% in 30 years in high-income countries in the late 20th century.\textsuperscript{1} The global challenge is to reduce injuries in all countries to similar levels, using existing and new knowledge over a similar or shorter timeframe. Sustaining effort in high-income countries, where injury remains the leading cause of death post-infancy, is equally challenging.\textsuperscript{1}

These goals should be feasible and a priority, since many known solutions are cost effective and have short lead times to measurable injury reductions. Yet, as Dr Barry Pless indicates, the necessary widespread support from ministries of health is lacking and there are challenges in the translation of research to implementation.

Injury is a health problem

While I agree with Dr Pless that injury is a health problem, I would add to his arguments and note some cautions. A coordination role by health is necessary since other ministries lack the overview capacity of the health ministry, and hence the capacity to coordinate action. Injury prevention requires health data to inform and drive prevention and to monitor trends. While the health sector is responsible for the treatment of injuries, it must also take direct responsibility for solutions where these fall within its jurisdiction (e.g. poisoning).
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